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Abstract
Analytical games explore a problem or a domain with a research purpose. Considerable research is ongoing to investigate improvements to analytical game design, execution and exploitation. Moreover, the fast-paced technological developments in many fields, such as artificial intelligence and virtual reality, make it even more compelling to account for the advantages and limitations of these new capabilities. In game design, the use of digital means is often regarded as a mere technical factor that relates to the platform selection, facilitator support and data recording processes. In this work a shift in perspective is proposed, to move from technology-oriented design selection criteria towards a broader assessment of the design choices. In fact, the introduction of technology (i.e., automation and autonomy) will not lead to a substitution of tasks, but will intrinsically change the game environment. This work introduces a framework to provide a structured guidance on the aspects to be factored in the different design phases of an analytical game, including the potential impact of the adoption of automation and autonomy. The proposed approach is based on previous research in the field of simulation-based serious gaming, model-driven engineering and human factors engineering. The framework is applied to a Knowledge Acquisition Analytical Game as a case study.
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1 Introduction

The first definition of serious games appeared in [1] and referred to gaming for educational improvement. Along the years, several other definitions have been proposed [2] that identify them as games which main purpose is not entertainment. Although most research within the field of serious gaming has focused on games for learning [3], they can also serve other purposes. For example, in the Gameplay/Purpose/Scope (G/P/S) taxonomy for serious games [4] the purpose dimension allows classifying games on the basis of their function, namely message broadcasting, training or data exchange. Data exchange games have the specific purpose of “collecting information from […] players” [4]. Some authors generically refer to games designed with the purpose of collecting data [4], while others distinguish games on the basis of the specific aim of collecting such data (e.g., for experimental, research or operational purposes) [5]. Following [6], we will use the term analytical games to indicate games with an experimental or research purpose. Therefore, analytical games can be included in the category...
of data exchange serious games. Like other serious games, analytical games use simulation as a means to immerse the player into a simulated environment [7] that imitates at different levels of abstraction the reference system. The participants have a specific role and need to assess the situation, uncover the unknown and apply their knowledge and skills to solve the problems posed by the situation. The study of the processes (e.g., cognitive, behavioural and physical) involved into the game is the main aim of analytical games. A specific category of analytical games is the Knowledge Acquisition Analytical Games (K2AGs) [8], which support the knowledge engineering and knowledge acquisition (KA) for decision support and cognitive systems design. Knowledge acquisition techniques aim at collecting, structuring and organising expert knowledge. These techniques suffer from several drawbacks, such as time inefficiency, biases and prevented access to tacit knowledge (e.g., [9]). To overcome some of these limitations the knowledge engineering domain is exploring the use of games (e.g., [10]). Specifically, K2AGs investigate decision-making with a focus on information processing strategies, uncertain reasoning and the decision-making cycle (i.e., situational assessment, situational awareness and decision [11]). Game design has been widely discussed in game science research, but most of the work has focused on the design of the game artifact per se [12]. Recently, research has recognised the need to consider different levels of design, namely the design of the game artifact and the design of the game in relation to the socio-technical systems issues it tries to inform or support [12]. In order to provide a structured guidance to analytical game designers and users, in this paper we present a design framework, which builds on the approach proposed by [13] in the context of simulation-based serious gaming and complements the work on K2AG design formalisation, which focuses on the game artifact [14]. Specifically, the proposed solution aims at better formalising the technological and non-technological game design decisions, including aspects that go beyond the mere game platform. In fact, we propose to explicitly account for aspects related to automation and autonomy (A&A). Automation refers to “technique[s], method[s] or system[s] of operating or controlling a process by [...] automatic means, as by electronic devices, reducing human intervention to a minimum” [15], while autonomy refer to the ability of machines (hardware and software) to perform independently under significant uncertain conditions for extended periods without external intervention [16]. A&A represent capabilities that might provide interesting opportunities and might significantly support analytical gaming. Examples are analytical games where players are not co-located in space (i.e., distributed games) and time, games with very complicated adjudication needs or games where non-playing characters (e.g., troops or adversaries) might be useful. In the last decades, the benefits of automation and later autonomy have been explored and clearly discussed (i.e., [17]). However, their use in gaming could negatively impact the quality of the collected data if human-system integration factors are not correctly addressed during the design phase. In fact, it has also been demonstrated how their introduction implies a trade-off between performances, workload and situational awareness (i.e., [18]). Introducing A&A in analytical games will intrinsically change the game environments. This might impact the way humans (e.g., players and facilitators) interact with such environments and the decision-making process under analysis. In order to build a common understanding of the issue and to provide initial guidance on the aspects to be factored in the preliminary design choices of analytical games, an automation and autonomy adoption assessment approach is included in the overall framework. Understanding such aspects will strongly contribute to the scientific rigour of the employed serious game, by fostering responsible and appropriate use of available technologies to further exploit analytical gaming capabilities. In fact, this will help make informed design decisions. The proposed framework builds on several decades of research conducted in the field of human factor and cognitive engineering. It is expected that this work will serve not only as a guideline for design and possibly for further research by the serious gaming community, but also as a bridge towards
other scientific domains.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides some background on the use of serious games in the engineering practice and on game design formalisation; Section 3 discusses about A&A and serious gaming; Section 4 presents the proposed design cycle and summarises research in human factors and cognitive engineering relevant to analytical games; Section 5 shows a use case application of the design framework to K2AGs; and Section 6 reports the conclusions.

2 Related work

2.1 Serious games, analytical games and engineering

Analytical games can be used to experiment with complex systems in order to understand and predict their behaviours [7, 19, 20]. In the past years, different fields of engineering have started looking at games as supporting design tools. A literature review of serious games used in engineering research [3] reports how these games have been used to enable the sharing of data between collaborating designers or between researchers and subject matter experts (e.g., [21–25]) with the final goal of exploring decision-making in the engineering context. Some serious games specifically focused on the understanding of human problem-solving strategies. For example, Foldit [26] explores such strategies to inform computational algorithm optimisation in the context of protein structure design. The results obtained have demonstrated the potential of human-derived strategies elicited through a serious game used in conjunction with computational algorithms. K2AGs are analytical games designed to support the knowledge acquisition task for decision support system design. Specifically, K2AGs make use of a mix of simple game mechanics, game items (i.e., knowledge cards providing information to players) and data recording approaches that allow to elicit human reasoning schemes and uncertainty handling strategies. While focusing on the cognitive processes of the player (e.g., information processing, belief updates, attitudes and decisions) the games are able not only to collect domain knowledge in a more general sense, but also data to be readily used in the design of advance artificial intelligence algorithms [8]. The experiments conducted have demonstrated that these games can serve as innovative KA techniques. In fact, K2AGs have proven to be very efficient and effective in terms of knowledge elicitation, specifically with respect to time reduction, experiment simplicity and ability to extract the required qualitative and quantitative knowledge. The experts did not only consider the experimentation methods engaging, but regarded the games as operationally relevant and clearly supporting the overall stated goal. Several instances of K2AGs have been successfully developed and deployed in the last years, such as the Risk Game [27], the Reliability Game [28, 29], the MARitime Surveillance knowledge Acquisition (MARISA) Game [30] and the Maritime Unmanned System Trust (MUST) Game [31]). As a use case in this paper we consider the Reliability Game, which has been thoroughly analysed and was implemented both as board and computerised game. The Reliability Game has been developed with the purpose of experimenting with the impact of source factors (i.e., source type and source quality) on situational assessment and related situational awareness. The final goal of the game is to collect data to enrich the body of knowledge regarding human reasoning strategies handling partial reliable sources. This knowledge is relevant in order to inform the design of multi-source fusion algorithms. Specifically, it is a single-player game in which the participant is presented with the anomalous behaviour of a vessel and is asked to assess what is happening out of a set of collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive hypotheses. The information and possible meta-data on the source of information are provided through cards that have to be positioned on the game board. These positions reflect the players beliefs regarding the current situation. The data collected through
this game has been used to train a Bayesian network replicating the expert reasoning during the game [29]. One of the objectives was to learn how the players handled source reliability, which was a latent mental construct in this game. Another successful example of K2AG is the MARISA Game, which explores mental constructs related to illegal activities. The data collected contributed to the design of a multi-source dynamic Bayesian network for behavioural analysis, which has been successfully evaluated in operational trials by military operators.

2.2 Game design

Several existing frameworks, models and methodologies related to serious game design have been proposed. They often present different, yet complementary, perspectives on game design. For example, the Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics (MDA) framework [32], proposes three perspectives that look at the actual implementation (mechanics), the design goal (dynamics) and the player experience (aesthetics). The Hierarchical Activity-Based Scenario (HABS) framework [33], presents a way to factor human-computer interaction (HCI) aspects into the design to drive scenario and narrative definition. While the human component of the game ecosystem is considered in many of these frameworks, the focus is mainly on player experience, immersion, the desirable emotional responses or on the desired learning outcome in the case of serious games for learning (e.g., [34]).

One of the main design frameworks for simulation games is the one proposed in [35], which introduces an overall design concept based on the following steps: initialisation, design, construction and use. The proposed model has been further extended by [36]. Here the design process is described as a set of stages: Stage I - setting objectives and parameters; Stage II - model development; Stage III - decision about representation; Stage IV - Construction and modification; and Stage V - preparation for use by others. Focusing on simulation-based serious games, in [13] this process has been mapped to the simulation design process proposed by [37]. This allows accounting for the iterative nature of the development of simulation-based projects. The resulting framework is reported in Figure 1. The main processes in this case are identified as the conceptual modelling, the model coding, the experimentation and the implementation. From the figure it is possible to observe how the initialisation and design processes proposed in [35] need to feed the conceptual modelling. Van der Zee et al. [38] further refined the approach providing a detailed guidance on how to approach conceptual modelling in simulation-based serious games with a learning objective.

Following [37], a conceptual model can be defined as “a non-software specific description of the computer simulation model (that will be, is or has been developed) describing the objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions and simplifications of the model”. The term
objective does not only refer to the overall purpose of the model, but also to the project objectives, which include the time-scale, nature of the model and the model use. The inputs, also defined as experimental factors, are the factors that are altered within the simulation to obtain the desired observations. The model content, instead, include the scope of the model, namely its boundaries, and the level of detail. Finally, the outputs serve a double scope: (i) understanding if the modelling objectives are met and (ii) in case of a negative outcome the reason for not meeting them (Figure 2). It has to be considered that, although the conceptual model is software independent, it might have to be adjusted because of the choices made in the subsequent steps of the design process. Van der Zee et al. [38] reports a list of all the activities involved in the conceptual modelling. These activities include both elements related to the problem at hand (e.g., the requirements of the project in terms of learning objectives and the understanding of the learning environment) and the elements that relate to the serious game (e.g., decision about the platform or the model use with respect to visualisation, player interaction and responsiveness).

In [3] the use of van der Zee’s design framework is proposed to guide the design of serious games to study human decision-making in engineering. However, no specific guidance on how to adapt the generic framework to the specific context is available. In the work presented in this paper we aim at providing a specific guidance to designers of analytical games. The attention is drawn on the need to ensure to design the game following an experimental (or quasi-experimental) approach, controlling the intervening factors that might impact the players’ reasoning schemes and decisions, which needs to be captured through the game. A different management process is proposed for analytical wargames (e.g., [39, 40]). This management life-cycle includes the following phases: define, design, plan support, develop, rehearse, execute and communicate results. These phases include several steps to be systematically followed in order to correctly manage the creation and deployment of the game. Differently than other design frameworks, this process is strongly focused on the actors involved along the cycle (i.e., sponsor, designer, facilitator, data collector and analyst). However, the focal point is on their role and the tasks they should perform. In the method proposed in this paper, instead, the focus is on the game as well as its interaction with the human component. In fact, we highlight how design choices should be cognisant of such interaction (Section 3). Therefore, we propose to explicitly account for human-system integration factors.

3 Automation, autonomy and gaming

3.1 Game platforms

Several typologies and taxonomies of games based on different aspects have been proposed [12]. One of these is the game platform, which is a fundamental factor from a design perspective. The game platform can be defined as the support through which the game is deployed.
and played. For example, [41] presents a distinction between digital and non-digital games, where digital games include the ones requiring a computer, smartphone, tablet or other tools [42]. The non-digital ones, instead, make use of boards, cards, pencils and papers [43]. This classification proposes only two alternatives, namely full digitalisation or none. A different perspective considers these as two extremes of a continuum, where in-between states are possible [44]. Specifically, the distinction between manual (or analogue), computer-assisted and computerised games is made.

A relevant typology is the classification framework for computerised business simulation gaming based on the concepts of control over the task and interaction [45]. More specifically, following this framework a game can be: (i) Computer-based; (ii) Computer-controlled; or (iii) Computer-assisted. Computer-based games present a high computer-participant interaction and high participant control. Computer-controlled games are characterised by a high participant-participant interaction and high computer control. Finally, computer-assisted games exhibit a high participant-participant interaction and high participant control. Control over the task and interaction are important elements with respect to the design choices (i.e., assessing the potential impact). Although this work was proposed for business simulation games, it can be extended to other simulation games as well.

In analytical games the use of technology becomes a means through which facilitation is supported and elements of the game are managed. The final aim is to facilitate, collect, analyse and display relevant aspects of human decision-making processes. As highlighted in [46] we can distinguish between decision tools (“capable of moving, displaying, synthesizing, and manipulating information”), scenario tools (“capable of representing the effects of the decisions and events”), adjudication tools (“capable of [...] the management of results”) and synthesis tools (“which facilitate visualization and collaboration”).

Although modern technologies offer a wide range of gaming solutions, ranging from low cost and low technology to highly advanced ones, in most cases organisations resort to a mixed approach, made of manual games, software-heavy tools and fully computerised approaches [46]. The reason for which organisations still adopt manual games, regardless of the level of resources available, is that these have significant pragmatic advantages, such as cost, flexibility, adaptability, adjudication transparency, large libraries of game mechanics and ease of use when dealing with classified topics [46]. The same game could be implemented on one or more platforms, depending on the analytical objectives and requirements. Several factors influence this choice. For example, the design time, the cost, the need to observe the game execution to ensure that the game is a valid experimentation method and the need to gain insights into the players reasoning from face-to-face interaction. On the other hand, the need to enrich the data sample (i.e., number and location of players to involve) could lead to the selection of digital games. The concept of game platform is strongly related to the automation and autonomous technologies that can be adopted within the game.

3.2 Defining the concepts

There is confusion around the terms automation and autonomy, which often are used interchangeably. The confusion might arise from the fact that often the concepts are presented as part of a continuum, without clear definitions (e.g., [47, 48]). From the perspective of progressive development stages, autonomy can be interpreted as highly advanced automation, capable of adapting to a wider set of conditions [49, 50]. Although some of the implications of the adoption of automated and autonomous technologies might be similar (Section 3.3 and Section 3.4), they actually imply technical differences and a paradigm shift. Understanding such difference is important in order to make informed design decisions.

More in detail, automation can be understood as the ability of the system to perform a
specific pre-defined task, leading to a deterministic result \[51\]. Automated systems are not able to operate in situations and scenarios that are unexpected and not fully codified. On the contrary, autonomy can be understood as the ability of the system to independently perform tasks, even in not fully anticipated scenarios. Autonomous systems employ technologies that allow learning, reasoning and self-adaptation, possibly resulting in non-deterministic results \[51\]. Full-autonomy at system level has not yet been achieved and in most cases even sub-systems act at some level of semi-autonomy. In fact, these systems still lack the ability to autonomously operate in each unexpected scenario or condition.

### 3.3 Automation

When automation is discussed, one key element is represented by the concept of LOA (i.e., \[52–55\]). Many taxonomies of levels of automation (LOA) have been proposed. An important aspect that emerges from the different LOA taxonomies is the distinction between the concept of mechanisation and computerisation. Mechanisation refers primarily to the automation of physical tasks \[56\] and material aspects, while computerisation links to the automation of information handling and control. This distinction was born and is easily understandable in the manufacturing domain, while in gaming it becomes less evident. In fact, here also the physical tasks and material aspects are moved to digital tools. The use of the term digital game, instead of computerised game, should overcome potential confusion with respect to mechanisation and computerisation as defined in other scientific domains.

The different LOA taxonomies are built around different perspectives \[56\]. Some refer to the decision-making cycle steps and the roles within this cycle (i.e., monitoring, option generation, selecting and implementing) \[52, 57\]. Others refer to the type of system output (i.e., notification, suggestion or action) \[58\]. LOAs can also be characterised along the decision-making stages by different degrees of automation and different combinations of human and system inputs (i.e., \[57\]). An important taxonomy to report is the one proposed in \[54\], where automation is analysed with respect to information processing stages (i.e., sensory processing, perception/working memory, decision making and response selection) \[59\]. Here the LOA is not unique, but rather articulated along four main dimensions, namely information acquisition, information analysis, decision selection and action implementation. Each LOA dimension corresponds to one of the information processing stages. Specifically: (i) information acquisition automation: corresponds to automation in support of human sensory processes; (ii) information analysis automation: corresponds to automation in support to working memory and inferential processes (i.e., information fusion, predictions); (iii) decision automation: corresponds to automation of the selection of decisions and actions to be performed; and (iv) action automation: corresponds to actual implementation of the selected action.

These dimensions are similar to the ones proposed in \[57\], however, they focus more on information processing. Moreover, the LOA is not explicitly defined as a combinations of levels along these dimensions. In fact, no specific scale of LOA is proposed. The reasons behind this choice are to be found in the difficulty to map each specific technology in a specific level and to clearly define the benefits and limits of each LOA. Although many criticisms to the use of LOA exist (e.g., empirical evidence for LOA predictions) \[60\], we align with the view expressed in \[50, 61\] that they should be used as a means to guide the discussions around specific aspects of automation design. These aspects include, but are not limited to, the impact on performance, situational awareness and workload. We also acknowledges the relevance of the perspective presented by \[62\], which besides the understanding of the potential tasks allocation between humans and machines and how to achieve it, underlines the importance of understanding the connections between elements of the system that might be automated.
3.4 Autonomy and artificial intelligence

It appears that the ability of systems to perform tasks autonomously will have a significant impact in terms of increased productivity and efficiency [63]. The current advances of the state-of-the-art of AI, which is a key enabling capability of autonomy, are key factors leading to the progressive shift from automation to autonomy. These advancements are based on the improvements in the fields of machine learning, big data and graphical processing units. However, the shift is in its early stages, as the above-mentioned advancements have been mainly observed in narrow AI [64], which is the field of AI that looks at handling a singular or limited task. In this phase, humans and the autonomous systems will continue to interact and the research on human-automation interaction will serve as foundation for the human-autonomy teaming one. However, the shift from automation to autonomy will also lead to a paradigm shift. In fact, the concept of operations of these systems will change from a one-way information flow between the system and the human, to a two-way information flow and consequent team-like behaviours (i.e. collaboration, coordination and joint planning) [50].

Artificial intelligence (AI) and autonomy are gaining increased attention in the gaming community. Most research on the use of AI in games has been performed in the field of commercial games and a considerable body of knowledge on game AI [65] is available. Although game industry has claimed for over a decade to have introduced AI in games, academic AI researchers have warned that the techniques actually adopted in most cases are fully scripted routines (i.e., automated) and based on old approaches. Nevertheless, steps towards the use of more sophisticated techniques (e.g., neural networks) are observed [66]. Moreover, game AI has started moving from its traditional focus on non player character (NPC) behavior, towards investigating its potential with respect to player-experience modeling, procedural-content generation and massive data mining on user behaviour [66]. A notable example is the multiplayer real-time strategy wargame powered by IBM Watson [67, 68].

One of the evaluation factors in successful commercial game AI has been identified as the level of integration of AI in the design of the game [69]. In fact, it is recognised that the lack of such integration might lead to “unjustifiable NPC behaviours” [66], which might negatively impact to the suspension of disbelief [70]. Suspension of disbelief, is the status on which a person assisting or acting into a narrative believes what is not there [71]. The importance of suspension of disbelief in games has been discussed in details by [72]. The unjustifiable NPC behaviours also link to concepts such as AI transparency and AI explainability, which are currently researched by the AI academic community. These are only some of the factors that might impact the human component of the analytical game ecosystem (Section 4.4). In order to provide guidance to the designers of analytical games the proposed design approach explicitly includes such aspects into the framework.

From an analytical game perspective full autonomy will never be achieved as they always implies a human-in-the-loop. In fact, following [73] at least one human player needs to be involved in a game. Moreover, as highlighted in the definitions of wargames [73] a game has to be seen not as the mere set of game items (i.e., game boards, maps, counters), game mechanics and rules, but rather as an ecosystem composed by the game artifact and a human component. This shift of perspective also aligns with the game research trend that recognises the need to consider different levels of game design (Section 1).
4 Analytical games for knowledge acquisition design framework

4.1 Model-Driven Engineering and serious games

Van der Zee’s framework for simulation-based serious games merges into the conceptual modelling task both the modelling activities that relate to the real world situation (i.e., learning environment and objectives) and the ones that relate to their link to the game, pushing some gaming related decisions to the first design phases. When it comes to analytical games it might be beneficial to adopt a step-wise approach that differentiates between the development of a model of the analytical problem to be investigated and the way in which it will be implemented within the game. To achieve this distinction we propose to apply Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) theoretical principles to the design of analytical games.

MDE differentiate between three different models. The first one, the domain model or conceptual model, is a solution-independent model of the simulation resulting from the analysis phase. The second one, namely the platform-independent design model, results from the design phase and describes a solution. Finally, the platform-specific implementation model is the output of the implementation phase. As described in [74], which applies MDE to simulation engineering, a one-to-many relation exists between (i) the conceptual model and the design models and (ii) each design model and the implementation models (Figure 3).

The interpretation of the meaning of conceptual model might vary between simulation engineering, software engineering and gaming. Nevertheless, the distinction of the three different kinds of models is very important. In fact, this perspective proposes to consider in a first instance a solution or computation independent model. In this phase the system design choices are not included and the model focus is on the application domain and experts’ perspectives. Starting from the conceptual model several platform-independent computational solutions can be derived (i.e., design models). These can be implemented through several implementation models, corresponding to different platforms. The final selection will be guided by the appropriate design choices, such as the ones on architectural style, non-functional criteria, performances, adaptability and technological tools available.

4.2 The extended design framework

The MDE distinction between the three models is here applied to the analytical game design framework. Some work on the application of MDE to serious games for learning has been proposed (e.g., [75]), but the scope was to improve and speed up the development of the game.
from an artifact perspective. While this is not in contrast with this framework, here the introduction of MDE is a means to include a design step in which the conceptual model purely focuses on the cognitive factors (e.g., experimental factors) that need to be handled in the research. In fact, a sound understanding of their status and relations enables the assessment of the potential impact of the design choices in the subsequent design phases. Figure 4 illustrates the adaptation and extension of van der Zee’s design framework [13] to analytical games. We can observe how the design phase is actually composed by the three distinct steps of conceptual modelling, design modelling and the implementation modelling. Given that analytical games are simulation games that can be either digitalised or not, we will refer to an adaptation of the definition by [37], where the conceptual model of a analytical game is “a solution and platform independent description of the analytical problem, describing the objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions and simplifications of the simulation”.

The conceptual modelling process encompasses the analysis of the research objectives and questions, in order to define the information to be collected, and the assessment on how such information should be analysed. More specifically, these aspects correspond to the definition
of the experimental factors [37]. For example, in the case of K2AGs, this is the phase in which the formal link with the knowledge engineering problem is established and formalised. Conceptual modelling should culminate in a conceptual model, possibly translated into an analytical plan. Figure 4 highlights that the design could lead to different design models and how for each design model there could be more implementation models. For example, this is the case when a game has both a digital and a board game version. The outcomes for the different implementation models might not only inform directly the solution/understanding step, but also other implementation, design or conceptual models. While van der Zee’s model [13] presents a cycle between the four identified steps, the analytical game design cycle proposed in this paper includes bidirectional and additional arrows to illustrate the different feedback loops within the cycle (Figure 4). For example, a feedback loop between the solution/understanding and the conceptual model has been introduced in addition to the ones in van der Zee’s model. This feedback loop represent cases in which further refinements to the experiment might be needed before implementing the solution or cases in which a different model might need to be implemented (i.e., a game may need a digital version to collect additional data). Therefore, a new design cycle iteration might have to be started. The same applies to the feedback loop introduced between the implementation models and the conceptual model. Finally, the design cycle is enriched with the assessment framework for A&A (Section 4.3). Often the considerations regarding the introduction of A&A are technology oriented and design choices are driven by engineering factors related to resources and technical feasibility. Although important, these engineering decision factors need be complemented by design considerations that are able to provide the full spectrum of the impact of A&A adoption, including the ones on the human component (e.g., players, facilitators and adjudicators). Often the argument on the importance of such factor is made within domains characterised by safety concerns (e.g., safety in automated vehicles). Although less evident in the case of analytical games, the importance is still very high. In fact, it might impact the analytical rigour and the quality of the collected data. Figure 4 positions the A&A assessment framework with respect to the overall analytical serious game design cycle. It shows how this assessment should inform the design choices with respect to the implementation model and should be driven by the analysis of the factors in the conceptual model.

4.3 Assessment of automation and autonomy adoption for analytical games

When assessing what functions of the analytical game should involve A&A, an evaluation framework should be applied, in order to ensure a correct assessment of the potential implications and impacts. In this context, we could consider an extension of the approach proposed by [54]. This work presents an iterative process that includes the following steps:

(i) the assessment of what should be automated;

(ii) the identification of the potential types of automation, namely the automation dimensions involved (i.e., information acquisition, information analysis, decision selection and action implementation);

(iii) the identification of the potential level of automation for each dimension (Section 3.3);

(iv) the application of primary evaluative criteria;

(v) the initial definition of types and levels of automation after the application of the primary evaluation criteria;

(vi) the application of secondary evaluative criteria;
(vii) the final definition of types and levels of automation.

The primary evaluative criteria include the consequences on human performance with a focus on situational awareness, mental workload, complacency and skill degradation, while the secondary ones include consideration on automation reliability and costs associated to decision and implementation outcomes.

For analytical games a similar assessment framework, referring both to automation and autonomy, could be adopted [4]. However, the first aspect to take into consideration would be the assessment of whether to introduce A&A at all. The related primary assessment criteria should take into account: (i) the need for A&A; (ii) the feasibility of its adoption; and (iii) the cost of a potential A&A failure. In fact, as clearly highlighted by [50], automation should be adopted only when needed in order to avoid unnecessary system complexity, decision biases and issues to performances (Section 4.4). Moreover, an initial assessment of resources and time available should be performed. One particular element to take into consideration from the start are the potential classification restrictions both on information technology systems to be used and data to be collected. The cost of a potential failure, instead, represents the consequences of mismatches between the game results and the analytical needs and objectives. Therefore, it includes not only the consequences of not collecting data due to technical failure, but also the cost of poor scientific rigour of the analytical game and its results, which might be further used in the design of algorithms and systems. After the assessment on the A&A adoption on the basis of the primary criteria, the assessment on the type of A&A should take place. This assessment aims at deciding whether to employ automation or autonomy, in which phase of the game (e.g., which task) and which actors are supported or impacted. Finally, the secondary assessment criteria (i.e., out-of-the-loop performance, information presentation, monitoring and vigilance, trust, learning and engagement) should inform the evaluation of LOA along the different dimensions (i.e., information acquisition, information analysis, decision and action). Out-of-the-loop (OOTL) performance refers to the concept that performances might be decreased by removing the human “from a control loop due to allocation of system functions to an automated/computer controller” [76]. The secondary criteria would lead to the assessment of the A&A impact on the game life cycle, which can be further decomposed in the following components: (i) the impact on the design (from a designer perspective); (ii) the impact on the execution (both from a facilitators, adjudicator and player perspective); and (iii) the impact on data collection.

4.4 Discussions on secondary criteria

An overview of the literature reveals that gaming research investigating aspects related to the secondary criteria is limited (e.g., [77]). While work exploring these elements in context (i.e., analytical gaming) would be beneficial, initial guidelines can be found in the human factor and cognitive engineering literature. This research has investigated the impact of A&A on human performance, exploring it along the different factors that build up such performance (e.g., situational awareness or workload). Relevant results of these studies have been summarised by [50], which proposes a model for human-autonomy system oversight. This work and other related literature contains detailed discussion on this topic. This article will focus on aspects that are relevant to analytical games.

OOTL performance is a key element related to human performance in the light of A&A use. Specifically, studies have identified A&A brittleness (i.e., [78]) as an issue due to the difficulty posed to humans that might be slow at realising the malfunctioning of A&A and the reasons for such malfunctioning [79]. Additional issues are posed by unexpected mode transition, when A&A fails. In fact, resuming manual control might be difficult. This aspects give rise to the phenomenon known as OOTL performance, which has been correlated to loss
of situational awareness, due to changes in information presentation, human monitoring activities, human vigilance, trust and engagement [11]. The brittleness and OOTL performance might severely impact analytical gaming. For example, facilitators might have difficulty in resuming manual control (if possible) when the technological component of the game fails. Issues related to information presentation might also significantly impact analytical games, given the implications on the game actors’ situational awareness. The information presentation issue might be correlated to the low levels of transparency and the inability of the A&A interfaces to meet all the information needs that lead to an appropriate level of situational awareness [50].

With respect to vigilance and A&A complacency, it has been demonstrated that increases in trust might lead to a decreased level of human monitoring and attention allocation to critical information [80]. Trust in A&A has been found to be influenced by individual factors, situational factors (e.g., time constraints and effort) and system factors, such as system reliability and performances [81, 82]. The impact of trust, vigilance and complacency also applies to game actors’ performances, whose attention to critical information might be decreased.

A loss of situational awareness has also been observed in studies that linked it to low engagement and loss of information cues due to humans not in direct control of tasks [83]. In fact, passive monitoring of A&A might lead to low cognitive engagement, with a decrease of the understanding and information retention. Cognitive engagement is of primary importance in gaming, as highlighted in several game domains (e.g., [72, 84, 85]). Moreover, cognitive science has shown the relationship between cognitive engagement, motivation to think and information processing behaviours (e.g., [86]). Specifically, it has been demonstrated that engagement enhances the individual motivation to elaborate information (e.g., [87]). The decision-making and the underpinning information processing are at the core of the studies conducted through analytical games.

A&A complexity is another important aspect to account for. In fact, it might impact situational awareness through a reduction of system predictability, due to the addition of features, modes and interactions between subsystems [88]. Moreover, the increased complexity and unfamiliarity with technology, might negatively impact the players’ learning curve, therefore requiring longer introduction and familiarisation sessions at the beginning of the game execution. This might have a negative impact on the overall game as experts’ time availability is costly and often limited.

Finally, A&A might induce skill degradation [54]. This is probably going to be a negligible aspect from a player perspective, however, it might have significant consequences on the facilitators’, data collectors’ and adjudicators’ skills in the long term. Therefore, organisations may need to consider this implication in their analysis.

5 K2AG use case

K2AGs focus on collecting data on decision-making at cognitive level, making potential perturbation factors of cognitive processes a critical aspect of K2AG design. Therefore, perturbation factors correlated to A&A adoption in K2AGs should be carefully assessed. As for each assessment related to the design of a system, trade-offs drive the design choices. Such trade-offs might change over time. Therefore, when iterative design is part of the system life-cycle, reassessments of the initial choices might occur. The framework for analytical games design presented in this paper is here applied to the Reliability Game (Section 2.1) as a case study. In the interest of brevity we summarise the salient aspect of the design cycle and refer the reader to [28, 29] for further details.

The tasking for the Reliability Game was to develop a K2AG for an upcoming table-top
exercise (TTX) to explore the impact of uncertainty on human information processing and to collect data to inform the development of advanced artificial intelligence algorithms. There were three main requirements: (i) a fast design, development and deployment of the game; (ii) very limited dedicated resources; and (iii) the capability to collect a significant data sample for further analysis.

As the first design step, the researchers started defining the objectives, scope and content of the model. Specifically, it was decided to focus on source reliability and its impact on situational awareness. Literature has widely discussed how reliability is actually the result of several underpinning factors [89]. The source factors selected as experimental factors were two, namely source type and source quality. Care had to be given to the understanding on how to represent the factors (i.e., rating scales) and their variations. Moreover, how to capture their impact on human situational assessment had to be defined. The impact was recorded in the forms of human belief changes. These beliefs can then be modelled as subjective probabilities or belief functions and analysed. After the conceptual model has been created it was decided to proceed with the experimentation through the K2AG approach. Therefore, the conceptual model has been turned into a design model. Here it was decided to take advantage of messages to be used as a means to convey the experimental factors as well as other information. Moreover, the means of capturing beliefs was established. Specifically, the use of geometrical shapes was selected as the main data collecting approach [8]. Once the design model had been established platform specific design choices entered into play. For the first design iteration the application of the primary criteria led to the choice of implementing the Reliability Game on a non-digital platform (i.e., board with the belief data gathering area and cards with messages). In fact, the need for A&A was estimated as low as the players for the TTX event would be physically present on premises. Moreover, for game validation purposes a direct observation on how the player interacted with the game was given paramount importance. The feasibility of A&A adoption was estimated as low as the time available for design, development and testing was very limited, as well as the personnel resources. The risk associated with a potential A&A failure was not negligible, not only due to the reduced development and testing time, but also in relation to the associated costs, which included a reputation cost as well as the inability to collect a useful data-set for further research and development activities. The first deployment of the Reliability Game enabled the collection of a useful data sample that supported the validation of the game (including an analysis of the effectiveness of the game mechanics) and an initial qualitative analysis on the collected data.

In order to collect significant data samples to perform a quantitative analysis, several additional sessions of the game have been played along one year. The long time to collect the additional data samples was due to the player availability and the need to have the player and the facilitator physically co-located. Moreover, it required a considerable amount of hours of availability of the facilitator, which in this case was also in charge of the analysis. Therefore, a second A&A adoption assessment has been performed. In this second iteration, the feasibility of A&A adoption was regarded as medium. In fact, although the resources available were still limited, there were no more specific time constraints for development and testing. Moreover, the designers had a good understanding of the game mechanics effectiveness and efficiency. Finally, the cost of a potential A&A failure in this case was low as the reputation cost could be balanced by appropriate testing before deployment. The assessment led to the development of a small digital prototype of the Reliability Game, in the form of a computer stand-alone game. Specifically, it automates the means through which the game is delivered (i.e., a software instead of a board game) and the facilitation tasks.

With respect to the secondary assessment criteria for this design solution, the OOTL performance was considered a minor issue, as the game session length is short and the kind of activities performed by the player would remain unaltered as only the support platform would
Table 1: Automation and autonomy (A&A) adoption criteria applied to the two design iterations of the Reliability Game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Impact estimate</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First iteration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary criteria</td>
<td>Need for A&amp;A</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>- TTX planned as a physical event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of failure</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- Reputation cost and absence of a data-set for further research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adoption feasibility</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>- Short time for design, development and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second iteration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary criteria</td>
<td>Need for A&amp;A</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- Increase data-sample and reduce facilitation burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of failure</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>- Reputation cost, diminishable with appropriate testing before deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adoption feasibility</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- No specific time constraints for development and testing;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OOTL performance</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>- The overall game session is short; Kind of activities performed by the player would remain unaltered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information presentation</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>- Similar game mechanics as the non-digital game; however, an appropriate evaluation of the game interface would be needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring and vigilance</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- The absence of interaction with the facilitator might reduce the attention allocation to critical information to be processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- It has been observed how trust and involvement of the players grow when they were able to understand the final goal of the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- Similar game mechanics as the non-digital game; however, due to the absence of the facilitator appropriate guidance to the player is needed within the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>- Social interaction is an important component of the games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Players error management and recovery need to be well articulated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

change from analogue to digital. The information presentation factor was assessed as having a medium impact. In fact, the information presentation would follow similar game mechanics as the non-digital game (i.e., messages provided through cards). However, an appropriate evaluation of the game interface would be needed to ensure a correct human-system integration and user experience. Monitoring and vigilance, trust and engagement are considered the factors that required further evaluation in this second design iteration. In fact, the absence of social interaction could influence engagement. The lack of a facilitator might impact player’s monitoring and vigilance, reducing the attention allocation to critical information to be processed, which is a pillar of this specific game. Finally, the automation of the facilitation task could negatively impact player trust. Specifically, observations reveal that trust and involvement of the players grew when they where able to interact with the facilitator to better understand the
final goal of the game. Also the learning curve of the players could be negatively influenced in this second design iteration. In fact, the simple mechanics used in the previous design were retained, but the absence of a facilitator explaining and monitoring how players would use the data collection method proposed could represent an obstacle. Therefore, to minimise the impact a correct strategy to provide appropriate guidance to the player on how to navigate in the game is needed. Furthermore, players error management and recovery need to be well articulated to avoid frustrations or misinterpretations, that might decrease overall trust and engagement. Table 1 summarises the application of the A&A adoption criteria in the two Reliability Game design iterations.

6 Conclusion

This work presents a design framework for analytical games, which aims at guiding designers through the different design phases, which include conceptual modelling, design modelling and implementation modelling activities. Automation and autonomy technology might be a relevant support in the advancement of analytical gaming practice. The proposed framework provides a structured approach for thinking through the implications of introducing A&A and which factors to consider during analysis, in order to ensure the needed scientific rigour in the use of analytical games. The framework includes a set of preliminary assessment criteria, which build on several decades of research conducted in the field of human factor and cognitive engineering. The primary criteria identified for such assessment are: need for A&A, its adoption feasibility and the cost of a potential failure. The results of this first assessment would support the design choices related to the A&A type selection (i.e., automation or autonomy), the game phases where A&A might be introduced and the actors impacted by A&A. Finally, secondary assessment criteria should inform the selection of the appropriate level of A&A. These criteria relate to out-of-the-loop performances, information presentation, monitoring and vigilance, trust and engagement. Understanding such aspects will strongly contribute to the scientific rigour of the games employed. The use case of the Reliability Game is here reported to show how the proposed criteria provided the rationale behind many of the design choices. The application of this framework to K2AGs is contributing to the development of a complete and flexible knowledge acquisition toolkit for K2AG designers and users. Nevertheless, the summarised results support the need to build a stronger bridge between the serious game research field and other scientific areas that have been investigating these issues. This will allow taking advantage of the extensive body of knowledge available and their potential future developments. Further research should investigate the factors identified specifically within the context of analytical games automation and autonomy adoption, possibly defining relevant evaluation criteria and metrics.
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